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1

In the quest for oil in the. Gulf of Mexico, principally off the coasts
o1

cir~l.lins

:ri.SB

o~

~ble

!'e%8.& and Louieiana. unique typea

to oope with environmental. condi-

tions have been 4eveloped in the last several years.

This development
( l.)

(1)

McOaslixL,. L.
Sea. O.J.G.

ia highly specialized and has led

s. Jr.,

Drilling contractors <Jo to
Vol. 47, pp. 204-21.1. 1948.

to methods o~ operation revolutionary to :the oil industry
and is without prece4ent.
~t

present the oil. operator is willing to extend

drilling operations into depths of water as great as 65
feet.

cause to extend beyond this,depth will depend upon

the availability and demand of present oil reserves.

!he

oil reserves extending out to the 65 foot depth limit ou

the continental. shelf represents an untapped reservoir
eat~ted

to contain tour to ten and
(2)

~i•e

tenths billion

barre la of oil..

(2)

The Big.
1948.

(IU.lf

Gambl.e.

)'ortune.

Vol. 38, pp. 68-71.

){oat oU oanpaniea drilling in 'the Gulf anticipate
(3.4)
h~ expenditures.
as much aa ta.ooo.ooo for eaoh well.
(3)

Ibid.

(4)

McCaslin, L.S. Jr., Of'tsh~re ..Urilling Involves ICnormoua Expenditures. O.J.G. Vol. 4'1, pp. 50-63. 1948.

2

Figure 1.

Scale Model of ~elf-SUstaining
Fixed Platform.

3

and due to the considerable financial risk involved
there is just motivation for the industry to reduce
drilling costa.

The biggest obstacle to offshore drill-

ing, however. is the turbulent water in the Gu1f.

the

125 mph hurricanes, swift currents, and huge waves.
The kind of platforms now in use or proposed for
future use are of the following three types:
(1)

Fixed platform which is self-sustaining. Fig. 1.

(2)

Fixed platform used in conjunction with an aux-

iliary vessel, YJJ' or LsT barge.
(3)
The

Buoyant platform.
f1~d

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

platform is the conventional type ot

structure supported on piles of wood, concrete. or stee1.
8e~Z-euata1n1ng Jll.atforms have proven their adaptabilit7
·•
~since numerous wells may be drilled from one platform and·

work stoppages due to inclement weather is reduced.

How-

ever, general acceptance of the ee platforms ·by the industry as a whole has been unfavorable due to their large

cost.
A platform of the third type has been carried fairly
well al.ong in the design stage and presents one solution
to the offshore drilling problem, figure 3.

T'he deck is

carried permanently on hollow tubu1ar columns and towers
by heavy submersible pontoons constructed on the principles of a floating dry dock.

The columns contain steel

piles which are driven into position at location in order

4

6

to anchor the rig and partially support the drilling
platform.
~he

current trend by the oil companies is toward

fixed platforms used in conjunction with an
vessel.

a~liary

Ita initial cost is much smaller and can be

readily transferred from one location.to another.

An

important ·consideration is the ability to transfer stores
and crew to and from the rig in all but the heaviest weather, and the platforms must be protected from the impact
of supply vessels when alongside.
Obviously there are a great many different ideas and
most of them are feasible.

The.real problem, however,

for the engineer is to develop a program that will result· in the best overall econom;y.
!n designing a drilling platform there are three
cardina~

aims (1) low cost installation and operation,

(2) ease of operation, (3) providing safe working conditions.
~he

initial problem is to extend the shore-based
(6)

fabricatio~

and· reduce the offshore construction,

~ou1

weather delays, and the high cost of offshore work so
·(5)

Short, B.H. Jr., Prefabricated Offshore Dr1llin8
Platform .-)et Up in Becord Time. O.J.G. Vol. 46,

.. PP• 82-85.

194'1.

that marine insurance can be greatly reduced.
ation must be given to

~timate

Consider-

removal and adaptability

6
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or availability for another job and the re-use of salvaged material.
~o11owing

the current trend of offshore drilling.

the design of a fixed drilling platform to be used in
conjunction with a converted YF navy barge is the objective of this dissertation.

It is not the purpose of this

thesis to draw up a complete set of plans and specifications for a drilling platform, Since such an undertaking
would require a great deal of time and expense; but only
to work out the more important considerations.
Befinements in construction and in methods of installation have been introduced.

It is

~elt

that by using a

new type •BST" structural beam. and a unique method of
3etting piles the goals of designing as set
viously are more readily achieved.
ation of these features

~ill

~orth

pre-

Uonsidernble explan-

be found in the diaouesion.

It will be assumed that a drilling platform is to
be built under the following conditions: (l) used in conjunction with a converted
the

Texas-~ou1s1ana

Y~

navy barge, (2) located off

coast in 40

~eet

of water (mean aea

leTel} and (3) equipped with a semi-electric drilling rig.

8

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There have been many books
various aspects of drilling.

pub~ished

These

concerning the

p~blications

cover

subjects such as drilling methods, practices, rigs, systems, equipment, barges, just to mention a few.

There

are innumerable magazine publications, devoting either
wholly or in part infor.mation concerning drilling.
However, obtaining information about the design of

a drilling platform requires extensive research in libraries and communication with qualified persona, since
no books are written about that particular subject.
Information relating to ooeanopgraphy can be found
in the following publications from The Sarippa Inatitue

of oceanography, "Wind waves and swell Principles 1n
Foreoaat:lng", "Wave Action on Structures" (S.I.Q. Report

No. 70),

"B~eakers

(H.O. No. 234).
Breakers and

and surf Principles in Foreoastins"

One other publication is "Wind Waves,

surf

~t

sea" prepared by the woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution.
The above publications furnish an excellent source
of information concerning wave action, and the one entitled "wave Action on.Struotures" is by far the moat
important.

The article presents and explains a means

of making preliminary estimates of the forces and mamen~s

to be expected £rom wave action.

It alao lists a

good deal of general technical informution regarding the

9

theor7 and cha.racteristica of wave action.
oap·.tain

~ills.ird

has written an excellent work

entitled "wave Aotion in Relation to
tures•.

B~ineering

Struc-

It is helpful in the present instance in

it covers many phases of wave action.

~hat

·uowever, it also

discloses facts concerning erosion, wave energy and
theory, wav·e ola.ssif'ication, transmission of wave energy •

drnamometer measurements, etc., that are of no interest
here.
For periodicals, reference was made to Oil.-Ga.e Journal, The petroleum Engineer and petroleum Technology.

For piling design and related anbjecta, many good
books are available at the school. library.

Anot.te r im-

portant source ·of infonnation was the advertisements o'f
petroleum supply companies and the descriptive catalogs
showing what their products will or will not do.

An

example of this would be "Mid-Continents", "Cummins MUltiple Bngine Rig and Pump Drive Groups", Bulletin RD-48.
It

desc~ibes

in pictures and words a rig and pump drive

group for use. 9n·a drilling rig.

~be

information con-

tained therein is available from no other source.
are many such pamphlets

av~ilable

.

fhere

from manufacturers.
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RST
STRUOTUBAL JtEMBER8
I

Description.

'.Che principle of liST, "Re info reed

steel Timber", is much the same as steel re inforoed concrete.

~wo

entirely diff'erent structural materials are

made to act' as one' statical unit.

wood

ia l.ight and

bulky', making it advantageous for coJ.umns or compression
members.

Metals, in

comparison~

are not bu1ky and are

inefficient for compression members unless the material
is located on the periphery.
(6)

RST b·ox type structural members

(6)

consist of an

Oibulka, A., Practical Design Handbook for Enginee,~s.
Houston, Texas. Clarke and Courts, 1945.
Part 2. pp. l-9.

outer .ehel.l made up of welded steel plates and an innter

soJ.id or a truss designed wood core.

~he

steel plates

are securely fastened by bolts to the timber core which
serves as a jig.

':rhe bolts line up and .hold the plates

during the welding operation. and assure a

~lose.

inti-

mate contact between the steel shell. and the timber core •
..

In RST columns, one percent of the total. steel area

should. be taken aa the erose sectional area neo·essar7
.. the required

bolts~

!rhe bolts are spaced to form

~or

a square

..

pattern with the distance on centers equal to 20 to 24
times the plate thickness.

In order to simplify the design and fiel.d work, the
outside dimensions

o~

the columns

m~

be kept the same

11

and the plate thickness increased to take care

variation.
or side

ot load

Continuity of beams is achieved by side plates

ang~es

welded to both beams or columns and large

section moduli are produced in this manner.
Calcul.ations.

Calculations of box type sections 'for

direct or combined stresses are made quite. readily.

Ac-

cording to. Hook's Law in the case of a composite section,
the load distributes itself to the individual parts in
direct proportion to the moduli of elasticity and the
corresponding cross-sectional areas.
ModUlus ot· elasticity of

stee~

is K8

=30,000,000

That at timber varies somewhat

pounds per square inch.

and for structural grades is on the average Bt • 1,500,000 ·

pounds per square ineh.

Therefore, ever.y square inch of

steel will carr.y 20 times ae much load as the timber adJoining it.

=

n

•

ao

i'or illustration purposes consider the 1' x 3' box
type beam which is used as a platform member, figure 11.
It consists of' a rectangular timber core, four inches
thiak on top and bottom and two inches thick on the sides;
and ia enclosed by one inch plates on
one-£ourth inoh plates on the aides.

·-

Area of eteel a 8

•

42 aq. in.

Weight of steel

=

145#/'ft.

Area

o~

timber at=

208 sq. in.

t~

·and bottom and

12

-

Weight of timber

-

Board foot measu;re
For timber
n

=

20

For steel

J

..

-

It
X

st
X

20 per ft.

2 X 48

X

2x28 3
2
•
2'
12
16

3lf880

1771 in •

8

10,145 in~ :

••

634 +

Composite
Safe moment:

66#/ft.

1771

M • 622 x 18,000

26

=

-

31,880 in.

4

3

s~

:

534 in~

--

620 in~

11,196,000 in. lbs.

safe longitudinal shear for steel alone :

2 X i X 36 X 10,000 :

180,000 lba.

Safe longitudinal Shear for timber alone :

2 X 2 X 28 X 240

=

26,880 lbs.

~lowable

stress for timber in short columna
Length
( '1)
( ratio small side
11)
for select dense pine is
Cox, W. J., and Laurson, P.G., Mechanics of Materials. 2nd ed. N.Y., Wiley. p. 250. 1947.

( 7)

f't

=

1450 pounds per square inch.,'
For convenience in

caloul.ations.~

the total steel area

is converted into an equivalent area of timbe·r.

The total

composite area is:

A

=20a 8

•

at a 20 x 42 ~ 208

=1048

sq. in.

··Theoretically the column is good f~ r the following
load:
L :A + f t • 1048 x 1450 • 1,619,600 lbs.

if its length does not exceed 11 x 12"

= 11

ft.

13

OCEAB WAVBS

wave Characteristics.

(8)

ca,

9, 10)

waves Generated

MUnk, W.H., wave Action on Structures.

pet. Tech.

Vol. 11, pp. 6-11, 1948.

{9)

Gaillard, D.D., Wave Action in Belation to Engineering Structures. Ft. Belvoir, Va., The Eng. Sch.
1935. pp. 1-6.

{10}

Ste\vard, J.Q.., Coast VVaves and Yleather.
1946. pp. 211-225.

N.Y., Ginn.

in the long reaches of the GUlf of Mexico are of the deep

water, wind-wave type in which the wave crests and troughs
are at right angles to the wind direction.

These waves

exist only in deep water and only if the wind has blown
across long reaches of open sea for considerable periods
of time.

Forty mph winds blowing for 40 hours may produce

deep water waves 25 feet high and 600 feet long.

A wave

600 feet long upon reaching shoaling water about 300 feet
deep begins to change ita Characteristics and assumes the
shape of a "shallow water wave".

AB the waves approach

the southern coast of the United States they run into
shoaling water well off _the coast.

At Port Arthur the

60-foot contour is 36 nautical miles off shore while at
Corpus Christi it ia 6 miles out.
In shoaling water the height and length of the wave
decrease and the speed of travel is less.

The presence

14

of shallow water also influences the direction of travel
and causes waves approaching from whatever direction to
swing until their crests are parallel to the shore line.
Qul~

Sto~a.

A1ong the Texas-Louisiana coast the

most dangerous galee aooompani•& b7

h~aT7

seas come out

of the southeast especially during the winter months.
From November to April "northers" blow up from the northwest and north.

They are violent but as they blow off-

shore the wave action is less.

Gales in the sector from

northwest to south are extremely rare.

Tropical hurri-

canes with wind velocities of 12ti mph or more occur occasionally, the greatest frequency being between August
and october.

At a particular point the wind during the

passage of a cyclonic storm may blow from any direction
but the green waves kicked up

are not as powerful as

those accompanying southeasterly gales of long duration.

The depth given in line 1 of Table 1 refers to the
average depth at a given locality and time.

In a heavy

storm during which the water is piled against shore, the
average depth of water at a given locality would be larger than the average depth of water at the same locality
before the storm.

The fourth line in Table 1 gives the

estimated maximum increase in the mean water level (ator.m'
tide) at various depths.

To these figures should be added

the maximum elevation of water at Galveston due to astronomic tides, 1.6 feet above mean-low water spring, 1.1

feet above mean sea level.
The first line refers to the actual water depth during the storm.

During a calm the water depth at the same

locality would be less.

rhe sixth line in the table gives

the water depths corresponding to each. column during calm
and mean tide.

For example, a locality where ordinarily the depth
is 34 feet might, under extreme conditions of stor:m and
astronomical tides, be at a depth of 34 + 6 f 1 • 40
~

feet, and the corresponding wave conditions should be
looked up under the column headed by a depth of 40 feet,
this being the actual depth of water during the storm.
According to line Z, Table 1, the elevation of the
breaking crests would be
during the storm.

2•

feet above the water level

Line 7, Table 1, gives the corres-

ponding elevfitioa above the mean water level during calm.
For the ·example quoted the elevation equals 1 • 5

~

24

=

30 feet, being due to astronomical tides, storm tides, and

the waves,

reapeot~17.

BleT&tion

o~

Oreets Above the

Water Level.

~he

third line in !able 1 gives the elevation of crests aboye
the mean water level.

It should be noticed that before

breaking the ·highest crest point is one-half the total
wave height above the mean water level, and the loweat
trough is an equal distance beneath the mean water level,
i.e., the waves are approximately symmetrical.

At and

16

TABLE 1

viave Charaoteristica Near Galveston,

(l) Mean depth of water. feet
height, feet

(2)

~ave

(3)

Crest elevation above
aurfaoe level. feet

(16)
~exas

260

100

GO

50

40*

30*

20*

36

32

32

32

32

24

15

l'l

l6.

16

16

24

18

12

mean

(4)

Maximum e to rm tides·· teet

0

0

0

2

6

8

12

(5)

Maximum astronomic tides,
feet e.bov·e mean sea level

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

99

59

47

34

21

18

18

l'l

19

30

2'1

25

144

169

196

226

2300

1760

1100

lba

5,100

5.200

6.200

6,600

16,000

9000

5000

1bl

l.oGo.ooo

340,000

210,000

lao.ooo

800,000

375.000

125,000

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10}

Dtptha ~t calm which under
worat storm conditions would
result 1n dept he in line ( l ) :
Elevation above mean water
leTe1 during calm, which
create resoh under worst
storm conditions.
P/c 4 at oreet in lbsjft3

fbt•
lfbd.

*
(1~)

waves have broken

Data furnished J. Ray McDermott and Co. by w. H. MUnk and
R. s. Arthur of Scripps Institute of Oceanography.

1'7

after breaking the highest crest point

~iea

three-fourths

the wave height above the mean water level.
~orces.

initial point

The most severe forces are exerted at the
o~

breaking.

The severest pressure will be

exerted at the very crest of the breaking waves.

~his

is

associated with very large velocities of the water in the
breaking crest which produce the maximum force even though
the crest may appear fairly narrow.
In the calculation of forces in Table 1, the first
four figures were computed according to the Airy wave
(11)
Theory;
the remaining three apply to broken waves and

(11)

Munk, ~· ~·

pp. 13-15.

were computed from the solitary wave theo~.(l2)

Ib1d.

( 12)

1·

represents the maximum horizontal force in pounds

exerted on a cylindrical beam of one-foot diameter between
surface and bottom.

This maximum force is exerted at the

instant of crest passage, and is directed shoreward.

~or

beams of diameters of 2, 3, •••• feet, these values must
be multiplied by 2, 3, ..~~respectively.
coefficient.

-

od is the drag

K ia the moment in the lb-ft, exerted about

the point where the beam extrudes from the bottom.

The

18

value~

again refer to maximum conditions, that is, at

the instant of crest passage.

They also refer to a dia-

meter of one foot and they must be multiplied as shown
\

previously for piles of different diameters.

It may be

desirable to compute the moments about .a point beneath
the bottom, within the mud layer.

The values given in

Table 1 can·be readily adjusted to such a procedure, using known formulae.
Drag Coefficient. A discussion of the subject is
(13)
given in Rouse.
For Reynolds• numbers exceeding

(13)

Rouse, H., Elementary Mechanics of Fluids.
Ed. N.Y. Wiley, 1946. PP• 243 - 251

3rd

6
6 x 10 , the drag coefficient remains constant, and the
forces and moments increase linearly with the diameters.
The

curv~ture

ot

the cylinders is not directly involved.

However, it should be stressed that the figures given
here refer to dynamic pressures, as they are caused by
fluids flowing past submerged bodies.

Under certain

cases, shock loads may be caused by the impact of water
masses against structures, and these might depend upon

(14)

t·he curvature of the cylinders.

(14)

l!Unk,

!.!· .ill·

pp. 3-5
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Corrosion and Fouling.

Consideration of corrosion

and ita prevention is imperative.
teristically air saturated
both conditions promote

and

sea water is charac-

a very good electrolyte;

corroa~on.

Corrosion occurring on ocean-going vessels is comparable to that occurring on drilling platforms, and has
been thoroughly investigated by corrosion engineers.

The

problem underneath the water below tide and wave action
is the same as that of the bottom of a ship.

The area

between tide and wave action is the same as the boottopping of the ship.
An inspection of some solid-section circular steel

piling

(16)

(16)

after 31 years' service in the Gulf of Mexico

Unger. J.s.. 8tee1 in Sea Water Examined after
31 Years' Exposure. Bbcineering Bewe Record. Te1.
~1.
p •. 593. 1933.

showed a loss of metal Vttrying from one-half inch at the
top to one-sixteenth of an inch four feet from the top.
with a rise and fall of tide of about one and one-half
feet.
Numerous commercial protective coatings consisting
of various chemical compounds are available. and can be
easily applied.

The attack of animal organisms and sub-

sequent penetration and fouling of the protective coating will require additional protection methods.

Where

the drilling platform is not a permanent installation;

20

that is, where an opportunity wou1d present itself periodically for recoating, it would be practical to apply
anti-fouling compound.

Upon

exhaustio~

of the toxic in-

gredients, it would be necessary to recoat.
Where the drilling platform is to-be a permanent
installation, temporfiry means such as the application of
anti-fouling compounds would be ineffective.

A practical

solution would be the application of a concrete jacket
after the piles have- been coated with protective compound.

There are

this jacket.

aever~l

organizations equipped to apply

The advantage of the jacket is that it is

hard enough to resist the penetration of marine organisms,
and thus protect the anti-corrosive coating.
To protect the inside.of the piling, it is

~illed

with fresh water to which is added 20 pounds of caustic
aoda and 6 gallons of waste oil.

The protective quality

of the preceding mixture can be attributed to the forma-

(17)

tion of a film

which is insoluble in the environment

(17) Leighou, R •. :s., Chemistry of lCngineering J[ateriala.
4th ed.
McGraw-Hill. pp. 431-434. 1942.

m.Y.,

and &titles any further corrosion.
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ENGIBEBRING CHARACTERISTICS OF TBB TEXAS-LOUISIAB.A COAST

It is generally recognized that the bearing capacity
(18,19)
.
of piles
depends on two different factors: namely,
(:18)

plummer, F. L., and Dore, s.M. Soil Mechanics and
Foundations. N.Y., Pitman. pp. 183-191. 1940.

(19)

Andersen, p.,
Chicago.

substructure Analysis and Design.
Irwin-Farnham. p. 113. 1948.

the frictiona1 resistance acting

alo~g

the sides of the

piles, and _the point resistance, or resistance of the

soil. against being compressed and displaced by the pile.

There is marked contrast in the bearing capacity of
offshore soils in Texas and Louisiana.

The .coast of

Louisiana is characterized by recent silt deposits, (Fig.
4), and bearing capacity wil.l have to be obtained by skin

:friction.

In Texas, the bearing capacities will be much

greater ·eapecially.if the upper layer of the Pl.eietocene
can be reached by piling.

subsurface conditione in the

Texas area have not yet been investigated thoroughl1 and
caution must be exercised in any construction.
Considerable construction on the Louisiana coast has
ree~ted

in the accummulat1on of test pile data.

~he

re-

sul. ts of the .driving of seven test piling at.ve been summarized in Tab1e 2.

The various locations of these testa

are indicated in figure 5.
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. TABLE 2

( 20}
summary of Test pile Datu

Length

Totnl
pene.
before
Rest, Ft.

112

80.0

7.71a

105

15
24

pile
Test

-

No.

Miite rial

In.,od

safe
Load

Safe loHd
lb.per sq.
ft.conth.ct
surfttce

period

Rest

hour

Total
pene. after redriving, ft.

~

Sufe loud
lb.pe r sq.
ft. contact area.

83.6

15.65a

204

98.75

24.0 b

124

~afe

T-1

steel pipe

7

T-2

steel pipe

15

120t

97.0

13.9 b

73

T-3

~teel

pipe

15

136

92.17

116

not included

T-4

steel pipe

24

160

100.7

21.1 a
b
47.8

151

not included

T-6

Steel pipe

8-1/8 132

94.0

18.8 a

188

not included

11.5 a

82

24

7.2 a

60

23

T-6

creo. fir

T-7

~teel

pipe

7 tip
16 butt

100

86.6 .

10

120

92.0

Load test

17.6 a

96

a.

Engineering l~ews Formula ( t~ei~ht of pile less
than weight of rnm),.. 2

b.

Mod. Engineering Hews ~'oimula (Heavy piles)

( 22) .

( 20)
(21)
( 22)

~viley, M. ~:a., ~ngineering Characteristics of the Gulf Coast ContinentHl Shelf.
pet. Tech., Vol. 11, p. 10 (1948).
Wiley, ~· £11•, P• 6
Ibid.

-

143 .
140

24

EVen though comp1ete infonnation regarding the
type of soil ia available., reasonable pr.ediotion of
safe bearing values can be made on1y
recorda and lead tests.

~rom

driving

26

WATER JETTING
Method.

The jetting process consists in displac-

ing the material in contact with the lower portion
the pile by discharging water under pressure.

o~

As the

water .comes up around the pile carrying with it some
of the material, it also diminishes the frictional resistance of the pile by forming a lubricating film on
it.
The water jet may be used advantageously in aey

material that will settle around the pile after the
flow of water ceases.

In the pile jetting arrangement

in figure 6. there are four pipes which may range from
l i to

2t

inches, and the size of the nozzle from no con-

traction to 3/B inch.

The nozzle is circular with one

central opening at the end and four openings around the
sides with their axes inclined about 46 degrees to that
of the axis of the pipe.
The volume of water to be discharged usually varies
from 50 to 260 gpm, and the water pressure to be provided
varies from 66 to 250 psi depending on designed resistance
of the hoae and :f1 ttinga.

The quantity of water should

be ample. and in most cases volume rather than velocity
is necessary.
AS shown in figure 6, the jet is hung on a rope
passing over a pulley in the driver so that it may be
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kept moving up and down with its point near the bottom
of the cone.

If this is not done, the pipe is likely to

"freeze" fast and cannot be moved.

In all operations a

hammer or weight is placed on top of the pile to increase
the pressure by its weight, and when necessary the hammer
is operated w-ith s

restricted fall to secure a greater

rate of penetration.
The

pu~ose

for using multiple jets is to place a

pile more accurately in position.

If the pile should hap-

pen to move to one side, any of the four jets may be used
simultaneously or separately to rectify the position of
the pile.
(23)

Functions of Cone.
(23)

Jacoby

has mentioned that

Jacoby, H.S., and Davis, R.P., Foundations of Bridges and Buildings. 3rd ed. N.Y., McGraw-Hill.
pp. 112-116. 1941.

where t~ nnterial is of such porous character that the
water from the jets may be dissipated and fail to come up
in the immediate vicinity of the pile, the utility of the
jet process is uncertuin for a part o:f the penetration.
This feature has been theoretically eliminated since the
cone is expected.to confine the movement of water to a
smaller area thereby reducing dissipation to a smaller
area and also shouJ.d reduce water consumption.
The cone assures a means of concentrating concrete
when fill is necessary where there may be an arching act-

28

ion o:f the earth caused by

non-~i:form

settling o:f the

material under the cone.
The cone also serves as a guide for the four jets.
Advantages of Jetted PiliAS•

The strength of tba

pile is not impaired as under the hammer blows of a pile
driver, nor is the protective coating damaged.
equipment is far shorter.

~he

Rigging

size of bottom cones may

be designed to suit the capacity o:f the soil.

Any length

o:f piling is practical and an economical balance in design is easily obtained.

For permanent piles the cones

may be filled with concrete and the soil may be compacted

around them by jets.
Piles carrying several -hundred tons are feasible
and therefore their number may be kept at a minimum.
There is no vibration of ground with jetting.

Jetting

through quick sand is easy, and high _pressure wa-ter wiU
aut _through very hard materials quickly.
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PIL!NG
The function

o~

~LATB

the template is to guide and main-

tain uniform spacing while jetting or driving piling.
Figure 7 is designed to indicate the general features
which may be modified to suit the individual installation.

The template may be either

o~

two types, floating

or submerged.
In the floating type, the template is buoyed to the
water surface by pontoons which are attachea to the underaide.

This method may be

utilize~

for all installations,

but particularly where the ocean bottom is characterized
by sediments that promote uneven settling.
The submerged

t~pe

template is allowed to rest on

the ocean floor, and when used in soft, silt,y soil it is
desirable to place a shoe across the lowermost bracing in
order to prevent tilting.

The shoe merely consists of a

flat surface exposed along the entire bottom area of the
template, and may be obtained by wiring or bolting wood
planks to the bracing.
Piling having attached bracing brackets can be poait~oned

qy using a template containing guiding fins.

The fins are rounded at both ends of the jacket to facilitate centering of the piling, and are so placed that
the brackets will pass between them.
The template is manipulated into position by a barge

---------·· -. - - ---·-··- - - - - - '

--~-----------..,

20'

TU6LLAR BRACE

PLAN VIEW

ELEVATION VEW

FtGURE 7.

PILING TEMPLATE
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crane, and is controlled and anchored by cables extending to and from the construction barges.
on location, the piling with attached cone is placed
on the ocean floor in the approxim.a. te spacing arrangement.
The template is lowered over the piles and on its descent the piles are centered in the jackets.

~fter

jet-

ting to the predetermined elevations, the template ie
raised and the procedure repeated on the remaining,piles.
Using the template shown in figure 7, four piles may be
positioned in the £irst operation and one or two piles
in the succeeding operations.

After the first operation,

the template is guided by the initial piles which are
already in position.
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PLATFORM DESIGB
Method of Installation.

Figure 8 shows a plan of

the derrick and equipment platform.

The individual "RST"

members of this structure are welded together to form a
framework which may be towed to its destination by one or
two tugs.

~1

the piling being in position and cut off

to the prescribed elevation, the prefabricated section is
picked up and placed on top of the piling and the cap
plates welded thereto.

During preli:n:i.na.ry construction, decking may be attacheQ to the framework of floor beams.

In actual prac-

tice i t is probable thnt the floor will be installed in
its entirety after the platf.orm section is in place.
If desired the platform can be prefabricated completely, i.e. with the columns and the upper substructure floor
attached to the lower portion, figures 9 and 10.

If the well is productive such portion of the platform as desired can be left in place for producing and
tank battery platforms.

If the well is nonproductive and

the location abandoned, the salvage of the entire struc-

ture aan be carried out in a Simple manner.

It is only

neaessnry to unbolt the cap plates (figure 12) from the
beams, lift off the platform section, and jet out the
pilings.
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reot.TS WfTH LOCK WASHERS

PIL£~ CUT Cf'F ACCUR'-TELY IN
~ORIZOHTAL PlANE TO PROVIDE

F"ULL SEAT FOR. PLATE

~R'T Of' BEAM
ASSEM8LY. WELD PLATE IN FiLD

...-+-BOLTED PLATE IS

F\GURE 12
TYPICN. CONNECTION CAPS TO ALES

VIEW AA
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Drilling platform.

Calculation of the wind loads

acting upon the structure was made but

num~rous

assump-

tions had to be made both with respect to the sea and
wave action on the structure and the combining of the
dead load and these two live loads.

It was concluded

that fewer piling of larger diameter

wo~d

offer advan-

tages in design both from the standpoint of resistance
offered to wind and wave action.

Economy was a major

consideration in the design of the structure.
In view of the previous statement 24 inch OD seamless steel casing having a wall thickness of .512 inches
and weighing 128 pounds per foot waa selected.

This steel

casinB is fabricated and driven or jetted as piling on a
spacing arrangement of 20 feet on centers.

It was felt

that piling of this size would offer minimum resistance

to wave and current action since an object of this shape
in the water influences a zone roughly equal to five times
its own diameter.
A layout plan

o~

the structure. taking into

acc~t

the distributed and concentrated loads peculiar to an
oilwell drilling rig, was developed as shown in figure 13.
This

loa~ing

required a minimum of 60 tons safe bearing

capacity on each of the 12 primary steel piling supporting the structure.
The piling can be reinforced to stand for manY years
by driving heavy steel H-beams inside the 24 inch pipe
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~hen,

and filling the pipe with cement.

when the salt

water finally corroded the steel pipe, the oement would
protect the H-beam that would support the platform.
The platfor.m is composed Of 1 1 x 3 1 box type "BST"
members welded together to form.a basic framework.

The

equipment substructure, made up of 12" x 12" "RST" box type
members,.is supported by six

12~

x 12" •RsT•

box type col-

umns which rest on 1' x 3' cross members.
land1ns Platform•

To provide a landing platform for

materia1s transferred from the floating barge and to afford working space on the Vee door side of the derrick,
a 10'

section was added to the platform by extending the

platform beams and bracing them.with a pile and 12" x 12"
"RST" beams on each side.

This resulted ··in a platform

40' wide by 80 1 long wl th the primary section 40' by '10'

supported by 1·2 steel piling, 24" outside diameter by
100 1 . long, jetted to

a penetration

below the ocean floor

of approximately 36 1 and the seco.nAary section, 10' by
40', resting on one pile.

Dolphins.

Kerr KcGee Oil Industries has designed

and used a mooring system
( 24)

Barr·o., C. • Prairie
Dr11~.

(24)

whiCh will prevent the barge·

~Wildcatters

Vol. 9, pp. 54•62.

from striking the platfor-m.

~o

.ach OUt Into
1947.

serve as a

b~fer

Gul,.

between

the floating barge and the platform structure, and wholly
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independent of the structure itself, three creosotei
ber pile dolphins, consisting of 19 piling

on

driven.

e~oh,

t~

were

the back side of each dolphin three steel

H-beam bearing piling were driven at an angle of approximately 30 degrees.

These brace piling were welded to a

one-half inch thick semi-circular steel plate which in
turn were attached to the dolphin by means of wire line
wrapping at the top and bottom of the steel plate.

These

dolphins not only afford protection to the stationary
platform structure, but aid substantially in the mooring
of the stern and
Jiracing.

o~

the floating barge.

The function of the bracing is to maintain

rigidity, stability, and prevent. deflection of the pilina.
The bracing scheme is indicated in figures 14, 15 and 16
and is secured by using galvenized wire rope and standard
line pipe.

~he

piling supporting the platform structure

is braced to a point 8 feet below mean sea level.

The

water depth is 40 feet, making a distance between the bottom of the bracing and·the ocean floor 32 feet which ia
unbraoed.
Galvanized wire rope is used in oonjunction·with
turnbuokl,e~. to put ·the piling in varying degrees o~ ten-

sion.

To obtain a factor of safety for corrosion and

abnormal stresses, a lt" wire

r~e

was selected.

The pipe bracing ie fixed by a pin at both ende, and

the tendency ia to resist tension and eompresaion.

Six

FIGURE 14

>

PILE BRACING AR-RANGEMENT
NO SCALE

u
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inch standard line pipe was selected since it conforms
(25)

to the apecifica.tions
( 26}

of the American Inati tute of

Cox. W. J •• and Haurson, P. G.

.21!.• cit.. p. 410.

steel Construction for secondary members.
Brackets which serve as ties for the braces are
welded to the piles at each point Where there is to be
a brace applied.

To eliminate

underwa~er

work. it is

proposed to attach each brace to the lower bracket before the pile is -stationeu.

The upper end of the brace

is temporarily tied to the top of the pile, and after a
pile has been positioned it may be fastened to a neighboring pile
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BARGE.DESIGN
The floating barge portion of the combination plat~orm

barge drilling arrangement is a converted YF navy

barge.

These barges were originally designed for trans-

porting and storing of cargo and supplies for the Pacific
Theatre during the war.

They have a cargo capacity of

2,300 long tons and due to their unobstructed large open
space, both above and below decks, were ideally suited
for conversion to an auxiliary drilling barge.
The conversion of the barge to an auxiliary drilling barge presented numerous problems from the standpoint
of distribution of weight since so much of the drilling
dquipment, pumps, mud pits, pipe racks, etc., require a
large concentration of weight in a relatively small area.
structurally, the barge was capable of supporting its capacity load of 2,300 long tons uniformly distributed.

There-

fore under heavy concentrated loads such as the mud pits.
mud pumps and engines, a?d pipe racks, additional reinforcement had to be provided.

This was held to a minimum

by careful placement of-the equipment and storage areas
as indicated in the inboard profile cross-section view,
figure 18.
The craft is designed for stores and equipment for
drilling a 12,000 foot well with all equipment on hand
before drilling starts.

In addition, it furnishes quar-
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!'igure lY.

Converted Yl!' Barge
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ters for tb:! drilling crews and

sec.~.men,

a gnlley complete

with freezing units, a hospital, a lounge and recreation
room, .l!l.:: radio trnns!r:.itter and receiver, and a ship-toshore rudio telephone.
In operntion, the btirge is bucked up to the platform
and anchoren.

.~-

_The bor anchor is 1400 feet from the vessel,

while four addi tio:nal anchors are used, two on es.ch side
f'orw11rd and aft.

.tl:nchor lines and chains are run over

electrictilly driven winches or capstans.

In case of storm,

the side nnchors may be cut loose and the bo.rge hauled
awuy from the platform under its own power, yet held by
the main bow anchor.

All connecting lines between the

barge and the rig floor are flexible and are designed for
quick disconnection.
The overnll size is 260 feet by 48 feet.

The moulded

depth from the bottom of the hull to the weathered deck
is 15 feet n.nd the deck house above the \ieathered deck is
13 feet.
on the top

dec~

are locatea. six pipe

racJ~s,

with

totul capttcity of' 320 tons, with two electrically operated
five-ton, stif'f J.eg cargo handling derricks and one cargo
davit.

The pipe_ racks are arranged so as to O.istribute
..
their weight equhlly between port and starboard and
slightly heavier to the stern.

Through the center of the

deck and extending well f'or\"llird, a pipe trtinsfer trough
has been constructed to facilitate speedy movement of
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.Jigute 22.

water Pit in Hold of YF Barge

5].

pipe from the racks to the derrick flcor; by mehns of a
continuous running Ctible powered with an electric motor.
On the port side, well toward center, is an electric
logging and side wall-coring device.

Remainder of the

deck space is given ever to storage racks and space for
smaller equipment·and general ship equipment.
Crew quarters for a compliment of ten men, a complete gnlley with 24 cubic feet of deep freeze and 36
cubic feet of storage refrigerution, and ship operation
quarters are
behind

wh~ch

lo~ited

in the fore peak of the main deck,

is a weather tight cargo storage space,

168 1 x 40 1 x 13 1

ca~city

of 10 boxcar loads of dry mud,

weight materials, chemicals ann the like.
In the third quarter-hold, starboard, is located an
oil well cementing skid unit, with the port side open for
storage und equipment.

In the stem quarters, is located

the engine room, main mud pumps, fuel storage, mud pits,
and a machine shop.

In the stern of the lcwer hold or deck is located
the generator, ship pumps and auxiliary engines, all Diesel-powered.
sel fuel.

There is storage for 24,000 gallons of Die-

The active and reserve mud pits are in the

third·quarter-hold, on port side, with remainder of the
space given to water storage -- 20,000 gallons of potable
water, and enough fresh water for drilling 10,000 feet
of hole.
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The bfirge'a fire-fighting equipment is standard
for this

t~~e

of craft.

~1

installations have been

approved by the American Bureau of Shipping and
Unitea States Coast

Gua~d.

the
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I'UTJ'OHil BARGB COIIBDATIOB
The long axis of the platform and barge should be1ocated so as to para11el the directions of the prevailing winds, because this_arrangement will offer the least
area for wind resistance.
As oan be seen from figure 13, t.he

o~y

equipment

on the platform structure consists of the substructure
and derrick _dra\YWorka, rotary table, shale shaker, electrical controls, drs.wworks motors, day tank for water. and
fuel, small

mu~

tank, auXiliary mud pump, and auxiliary

power unit.
~1

of the remaining supplies and equipment required

for drilling and completing a well in the open Gulf including mud pits, dry mud, cement and chemical storage,
mud pumps, pipe racks, skid mounted cementing and electric log units, diesel fuel, drilling water and complete
quarters and galley for crews are carried on the f'loating
barge •
.Equipment of sufficient size and ca.pac1 ty to dr:1.ll
to 12,000' is used.

This consists of a special1y designed

952,000 pound capacity, 139 1 x 30 1 base derri9k with a
wind

lo~d

rating of 125 mph without gqys.

~his

derrick

is supported by a 10' nominal height x 30 1 base, 4-post.
6-truss, 1,500,000 pound corner load rating substructure.
The draw works, drawworks motor, and auxiliary unit are
supported by a truss-type substructure.
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In designing this rotury layout, special. emphasis
was directed toward space saving in order to hold the
plb tfo nn size to a minimum.

The draw wo rka &.re powered by

two 750 RPM motors having 866 HP peak·horaepower drawworks
duty-cycle rating each.
The main slush pumps, which are located on the floating barge, are 7t" x 16", 500 horsepower pumps, driven by
a 6-engine compound drive group consisting of 6 diesel
engines rated at 1440 HP.
The mud piping on the burge and platform consists of
two separate and independent 4•, 5,000 psi working pressure systems.
tion

o~

This is done to insure continuous opera-

the mud circulation system in the case of line

failure at the critical stage in the drilling of the well.
The barge and platform mud discharge systems are connected by 4" flexible steel hose and mud is returned to the
pits on the burge through an 8" rubber hose running from
the pla.tfo :rm to the barge.

An

auxi~iary

slush pump ia

lccated on the platform substructure and is belt driTen
by the auxiliary prime mover.

T,hia pump is identical

with the pump on the barge.
~pecially

mounted cementing equipment is.located in

the barge and is connected to the platfor.m by a 3" 10,000
psi teat line.

Emergency

co~ection

Of

the cementing

liues into either of the 4'' 5,000 psi test mud

~ines

be effected by the use of a quick-opening valve.

can
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MUd conditioning equipment consists of a vibrating
screen shaker and 170 bbl. sand trap located on the
platform and two 250 bbl. 5 1 wide·x 48 1 long x 7 1 deep
V-bottom active mud pits and a 400 bbl. mud storage compartment in the barge hull.
chemical
porate~

additi~n.

Complete facilities for

mud mixing and conditioning are incor-

in the barge.

The auxiliary pump and the mud tank on the platform
are provided to afford a £actor of safety and a degree
of flexibility. of operation.

It

shou~d

be possible to

continue drilling operations for probably forty-eight
hours with the barge pulled off location.

In any event

circulation could be continued or the hole could be filled
with mud prior to suspending drilling operations.
Shown in figure 3 is the relative position of the
barge to the platform structure during normal drilling
operations.

MUd

is. pumped from the pits located in a

lower hold section of the barge to the platform through
a flexible steel hose.

The return is through a telescop-

ing hose arrangement between tbe platform and barge.

Puel,

water. and cement are also transferred from the barge to
the platform

t~ough

flexible connections.

All of these

.-

connections are designed for quick release using hammer
unions.

Drill pipe and

cas~g

are transferred from the

barge to the derrick floor in an especially designed trough
(Fig. 21) using the cat-line on the rig.
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ARRANGEMEBT OP EQUIPMEIIT

The arrhngement of' equipment will be similar to that
shown on figure 23.

This arrangement is in effect. a

semi-electric drive.

The primfiry power

wil~

be furnished

by six internal combustion engines. each rated on both a
continuous and nn intermittent basis.

Four of the engines

will supply power through a compounding transmission to
either or both of the two mud pumps by power take-off from·

one

the compounding transmission.

main DC generator will

be used to drive the rotary table during normal drilling.
Both De generators will

be

driven by all six engines

through a compound transmission during normal hoisting
opera. tiona.
The main generators are
iable voltage operation.

continu~usly

rated for var-

They are of sufficient capacity

to supply the proposed motors for the various drilling
operations as described belcw and to absorb the intermittent rated engine output on the intermittent duty cycle
basis encountered in hoisting drill pipe.
Two main motor drives a,re:

(1)

Drawworks motor

(2)

~tary

The normal allocation of

table motor
~nerators

for the two

drives is as follows:
For Drilling:
one - 400 KW generator at reduced output for
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rotary table.

one - 400 XW generator for ·the drawworks at reduced output for ca theuding operation.
By proper positioning of the switches in the main
control panel either of the two main generators can be used on either of the two main
motor drives if necessary.
For Hoisting:
Both generators operating in parallel for the
drawworks motor.

one

400 lOY generator can

be taken off of the drawworks motor snd used
to drive tne rotary table during hoisting
if necessary. such as for spinning out pipe
by means of a spinout switoh l.ocated at the
driller's position.
J'iaure 24 ahon -the proposed general. arrangement

o~

the main power circuits and explains how the various combination of. motors and generators can be set up.

It will

be noted on the drawing that either of the generators can
be disconnected from service by opening its assoc:La ted
disconn~ct

knife switch.

The switching of generators from the normal. drilling
arrangem~n t

to the normal hoisting a rrnngeme nt and vice

versa 9 and the switching to spin pipe will be done by remotely controlled magnetic contactora operated from the
driller's transfer switches.

~1

other transfer of con-
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nections will be made by manually operated switches
located in the main control unit.
The auXiliary power will be furnished by separate
DC engine generators at 125 volts.

These auxiliary gen-

erators will supply the .Power for lights, excitations of
the main motor fields and small aUXiliary motors such as
blower motors, Shale Shaker, etc.
Normally, if this semi-electric drilling equipment
is used in conjunction with a converted

LST

ship and a \

piling mounted derrick, auxiliar.y 125 volt DC power will
be available from three 100

xw,

125 volt DC engine gen-

erator sets furnished on the LST.
If these 100 XW DC generators are not available
then an additional 25 KW generator should be obtained
~n

order to supply power for motor field excitation and

for the W1ower motors.
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SOHEI4E OJI
Driller's Oontrol.

OPERA~IOB

The driller will have two mas-

ter switches, one for each independ(3ntly controlled motor.
Each master switch by its position will control the speed
of the motor to which one or more generf:i.tors are connected.
The driller will have in addition one transfer
switch and one foot operated spinout switch which will
automatically transfer the
proposed.

~nerators

for the combinations

This will be done by transferring armature and

control connections of the generators by means of remotely
controlled magnetic contactors.

The functions of these

transfer switches are as follows:
l..

"Drill-Off-Hoist" switch, for transferring the

generators from the

no~l

hoisting combination and vice

versa.
2.

"Spin-out" switch, for transferring the small

generator back to the rotary table motor for

~inning

pipe while making a round trip and Vice-versa.
-~~hen

the driller throws his transfer switches from

one position to another, the generator will be transferred automatically, but for safety reasons, electrical
interlocks are provided so that any driller's speed-control master switches inadvertently left in the "run• position must be returned to the •off• position before the
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particular motor can be started.
~be

speed control of all main motors will .provide

•
both "Forward" and "Reverse" operation, and will give

the equivalent of approximately 20 control points in
each direction.
An_emergency "stop" push button station for each
the main mota rs is provided.

o~

When this butt on is pre seed.

the electric power will be out. off from the motor.
buttons, if desired, may be mounted in a

These
loca-

dif~erent

tion from the driller's speed-control master switch as
the motor can be shut down by returning the master switch
to the "Off" position.

:Co restart the motor after the

emergency "Stop" push button is operated, the driller's
speed-control master switch must be returned to the

"Of~"

position and then moved to the "Run" l;>Osi tion.
The driller will have indicating ammeters for each
of the main motors.

He will also have a voltmeter cali-

brated in rotary table rpm.

~hese

instruments will be

mounted in a_ weather-proof case and can be located convenient to the driller.

Calibrated shunt loads are in-

elUded for each ammeter.
Combined Generator and Motor gperation.

~e

speed

..

and direction of rotation of the motors are controlled by

varying the voltage and polarity of the generators by
means of the amplidyne exciters under control of the driller.

~he

generator voltage, and consequently the motor
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speed, automatically decrease with increase in load current and corresponding increase in torque demand from the
motor, thus giving the speed-torque characteristic which
ia ver,y desirable for rotary drilling operation, and permits stalling the motor at pre-determined torque loads
without a sudden collapse in speed.
Main Generators.

'!he main generators are shunt-

wound machines, each separately excited from amplidyne
exciters and provided with a certain amount of differential series field.

The amplidyne exciter simply

provi~es

a means of controlling the generator voltage output by
the expenditure of only a few watts of control power.
This permits small and-sturdy control devioes at a great
saving of space, thereby remov,ing heavy control devices
from the derrick floor, and permits many control functions to be ver.y easily'accomplished.
The standard drilling rig main De generator ie dripproo~

and is rated at 450 volts, 70 degrees C-continuous1y,

at full-speed.
The generators have commutating ability of 200 per
cent occasionally repeated current peaks under stalled
·motor conditions.

This generator peak current 1a pre't'en-.

ted from being exceeded by the amplidyne exciter;

The

amplidyne exciter recognizee gene rat or current and automatically takes control at approximately 185 per cent current and lowers the generator voltage gradually to zero.
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Thus, the motor can be stalled (for a short time) harmlessly without the generator current exceeding
cent.

2oo

per

Adjustment can be made in the amplidyne control

to cause the cut-off

to

come at any lower current value.

This may be desirable in the case of the rotary table motor
or the drawworks motor to limit the torque to a safe value.
Main Motors.

The motors are designed speciallY for

rotary drilling service and are of the extremely
mill type of construction.
own individual

Each of the motors has ita

motor~riven

Drawworks Motor.

atur~

blower.

The peak horsepower drawworka duty

cycle rating of the drawworkB motor is the peak which
can carry on the normal.
the drill pipe.

du~

i~

of comingout of the hole with

The continuous rating represents the cor-

responding motor thermal capacity required for sucb duty.
The peak horsepower is lin1ited by the maximum intermittent,

capacity of the engines.

on normaJ. drill pipe hoisting

duty. the total intermittent capacity of the six engines
proposed to Operate in parallel for this purpose will permit an available total peak of 1200 HP on the proposed
drawworka.
~he

dr.awworks motor drive ratio should normally be

selected to obtain the desired empty hook speed at approximately 14Q% .of rated, motor speed.
Rotary Table Motor.
can be limited readily

The stalled torqUe of this motor

to any lower value than the maximum
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of which the motor is capable. and normally will be limited to 200 per cent of full load torque by a

s~ple

ad-

3ustment of the control.
Higher than rated motor torque loads oan be carried
on an intermittent basis
A~liary

power.

All auxiliary power will be fur-

nished by the separate 125 volt engine driven DC generators.

These generators must supply

a~liary

power for

the following purposes for normal electric rig equipment
operation:
Main motor field excitation (6.26 KW)
A11 blower motors (16 HP)
Control panel power (l KW)
The auxiliary power supply in addition must provide
power for the rig auxiliaries such as lights. shale
shakers. washdown pump, air compressor, eto.
Other Features of Control.

Each generator in oper-

ation will be protected by an adjustable overload relay,
which, when tripped by overload, will open the generator
field circuit.
Provision should be made in the blower motor start·ing equipment for automatically preventing power from
being supplied to the main motor until after the blower
has been started and a time delay has elapsed, to give
time for the blower to purge the main motor of any gas
which might have accumulated in it during a shut-down.
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This can be done by providing one extra interlo-ck on the
blower motor starters.
Power and Control Cable.

It is proposed to furnish

main ar:mature power cables between the motors and the
main control lUlit of an average length not exceeding 260
feet, between the control unit and each main generator of
an average length not exceeding 60 feet.

Hugs for these

cables will be provided for bolting to the terminals.
MUlti-conductor control cables of the same lengths
will be included for connections between the driller's
control equipment and the main control unit, and between
the main control mat and each generator, main motor, and
~plidyne.

coupler plugs and sockets will be provided

for control cables to facilitate making connection between
the power boat and the derrick and to eliminate the possibility of making wrong connections.

The ends of these

control cables should be clearly tagged eo that they oan
be readily identified and connected to similarly tagged
receptacles.
All power cables will be of the extra flexible type
and both-the power and control cables will have an oilproof, water-proof and abrasion resisting sheath.
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CONCLUSIONS
The platform-barge combination represents an efficient, economical structure capable

o~

oarr.ying out a var-

iety of drilling programs common in the Gulf of Mexico.
Using a platform-barge combination reduces drilling
costs appreciably by lessenting the assembly, drilling and
moving time.
The_ feasibility of a d:r;illing rig as presented in
this manuscript seems entirely possible.

The platform

may be adaptable for depths of water ranging from 40 to

60 feet.

There may. be modifications in design, depending

upon the location.
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SUMIIARY

The principal features of the drilling platform are
clearly shown in figures

a,

9 9 and 10.

The rig, as con-

templated. consists of a rigid drilling deck about 80 feet
wide, built of beams approximately 3 feet deep and planked
with wood.

The deck ia oarried 33 feet above mean sea

level and is supported by 13 piles.

The piles are diagon-

ally braced together aa necessary to obtain structural
rigidity.

on the drilling deck is located a complete out-

fit of standard well drilling equipment.
The flaating portion of the combination platformbarge drilling arrangement is a converted YF navy barge.
All supplies and equipment required for drilling and completing a well in the open Gulf, including mud pits, dry
mud 9 cement and chemical storage, mud pumps. pipe racks,
skid mounted cementing and electric logging units, diesel
fuel, drilling water, and complete quarters and galley for
crews. are carried on the floating barge.
~abrication

and erection of the drilling platform

utilize several new features which should be advantageous.

Bl. using RST box sections in the platform it is possible
to produce better. stronger sections with less material
and labor.

Construction equipment is light and inexpen-

sive, and portable welding units facilitate erection anywhere.

Jetting, utilizing a terminal cone on the piling,
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is

a new untried development.

Before ita merits can be

evaluated, actual teats will have to. be made.
Conditions which may vary depending upon the geographical location o_f the drilling plat:form are wave conditions and soil characteristics of the continental shelf.
The available data regarding soil characteristics
off the Texas-Louisiana coast is limited.

conditions at

the site of each job should be secured by jetting or driving test· piling, and making load testa and soil analyses
from ac-tual borings.
It is possible to forecast wave conditions from synoptic weather maps, or to compute past wave conditions
from historical maps.

In this manner one can obtain

rational estimates of the wave conditions at a given locality.

'll

APPENDIX A
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COS!r

Follcwing is a list of the description and price of
various items necessary for outfitting a semi-electric drilling rig, less derrick.

Due to changing business conditions

these may vary considerably as time goes on.
Section
Item
1

Quantity
1

I

Description

Price

Model U-30 Unit Rig Rotary Drawworks
assembled on heavy skid and consisting of:
1400 HP Oil ~ath Chain ~rnnsmiasion
8 forward and 4 reverse drum hoisting
speeds.
4 for~ard_and 2 reverse speeds to rotary table
all chain high speed heavy duty roller
30" dia. x 41-f" long heavy reinforced
steel spooling drum.
60" dia. x lO-t" wide, forged alloy
steel, heat-treated brake rims,
water-cooled.
Compound equalizing, one point adjustment, mechanical brake.
Two 3-plate 28" Air-o-Matic Drum Drive
clutches.
Two .2-plate 28" ~ir-o-Matio Master or
··· speed selector transmission
clutches.
30" Fawick Rotary·Clutch.
Built-in Unit Rig Friction type ~inning
cathead with extended spool.
Built-in Unit Rig friction type breakout
cathead with extended spool.
catshaft with friction clutch and independent operated brake.
DUal oil pumps with independent drives
All operating controls mounted at driller's position consisting of mechanical drum brake control, air throttle and air operated drum, catheads,
and rotary, friction clutch controls
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Item

Quantity

Description

Price

air operated engin,e clutch control.,
air operated pump clutch control.
22" double high speed parkersburg HYd
dromatic Brake built into and
mounted in separate compartment
in the main case, with automatic
controls.
58-tooth l t pitch six-strand input
Sprocket Transmission and drum
drive chains, li" pitch sixstrand, 2" pitch three strand.
and 2" pitch four strand.
l.i pitch double chain drive ~rom jackabaft to rotary countershaft.
Optional pitch and size rotary sprocket,
rim mounted, on demountable type
hub.
Rotary drive and clutch enclosed in
heavy chain guard which can be
easily removed to reduce overall
width.
All shafts mounted on· heavy duty sel~
aligning roller bearings.
All chain drives fully enclosed und with
cascade lubrication.
Entire unit assembl.ed in 3/4" wall case
welded to heavy 12" "H" beam oilfield type skid.
$67.,768.00
2

1 set

(2) Grizzly wire line turnbacks

3

1

Byron-Jackson catline grip
Total Section I

144.00 set
41.96
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SECTION II

Item
1

Quantity
1

Description
Mid-continent type

Price
~360

6-engine,

1440 hp chain compount drive unit,

consisting per specifications listed
below, Dwg •. 1~. for powering 2-400
KW DC Generators on unitized skid.

#l - Dual engine unit w:i. th 2 LI600 Cummins ~ngine s ( 480 hp-900 rpm)
engine governors to be set at 900 rpm,
complete less radiators! but equipped
\Vith Bolin .Bearings, 2- 8'' single
Fawick (air-operated) engine clutches,
li" pitch quad, compound chain, cascade lubricated and 2-6 15/16" dia.
engine extension shafts complete with
sprockets, clutches and SXF bearings.
completely enclosed in Weldex oil
right and dust proof case, 1-30" Dual
Fa.wick master clutch, 1-18" single
Fawiok clutch inertia brake, lt"
pitch 6-strand chain drive sprocket
for standard chain.to input sprocket
of skidded generator unit. .All mounted and tested on 4-runner heavy "H•
Beam skidded unit approximately 7 1 x
22 1 •

#2 - Dual. engine unit with 2 LI 600 cu~ins engines (480 hp - 900 rpm)
engine governors to be set at 900 rpm,
·complete less radiators, but equipped
with Bohn Bearings, 2-18" Pewick (airoperated) engine clutches, li" pitch
quad. compound chain, cascade lubricated and 2-5-16/16" dia •. engine extension shafts complete with sprockets,
clutches and SKF Bearings, completely
enclosed in ~1aldex-oil tight and dust
proof case, all mounted and tested on
4-~ner "H" beam skidded unit, approximately 7 1 x 30' with skids extended
for #2 pump drive attachment with 30"
Bingle Fawick clutch and 20 11 PD 20-D
grooved sheave keyed to shaft. ~wo
swinging chain compounding units to
connect the three dual engine units.
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Item

~uantity

Description

Price

c:onsisting of :Q.:eavv. W.eldex oil bath
and dust proof case, li" quad conpecting chain, cascade and assembled on
engine unit. '.fhese units remain permanently attached to the #2 dual. engine unit for case of transportation
Hnd erection.
#3 - Dual engine unit with 2 LI600 Cummins ~ngines (480 hp - 900 rpm)
engine governors to be set at 900 rpm,

complete less radiators, but equipped ·
with Bohn bearings, 2-18" Fawick (airoperated) engine clutches, 1t" pitch
quad. compound chain, cascade lubricated and 2-5-15{16" dia. engine extension shafts comp ete with sprockets!
clutches and ~KF bearings, complete y
enclosed in Weldex oil tight and dust
proof case, all mounted and tested on
4-runner "H" beam skidded unit, approximately 7 1 x 22 1 with Skids extended
for #1 pump drive attachment with 30"
single Fawick clutch and 20" pD 20-d
grooved sheave keyed to shaft.
Tachometers ~~~i th adapters and cables
mounted o.n each pair of engines.
2 sets ( 4 ·pieces} machined spacers
for locating and a.l igning the three
dual engi~ units.

Air throttle controls for 6-LI-600 Cum. mine engines.
All above completely assembled and
tested with air piping for clutch cont:tol and .Bendix ~lestinghouae air throttle controls.
price of compound unit, lees engines
$53,224.00

price of 6-LI-600 Cummins engines
$65,041.00

$l09,265.QO

Qptiona.J. Extras
2

1

Complete auxiliary unlt to be fUrnished
with three V-belt drive take-offs for
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Item

Quantity

De.aoription
p·owering auxiliary pump, air compressor. and Thyrite generator.
Thie unit to be mounted on skid extension of unit with #2 pump drive
at te.ohment.

3

4

5

6

1
1

6

6

Price

t

3,771.43

4·Tc westinghouse air compressor
with automatic stop-start controls.

621.79

25 KW General Electric Thyrite generator with belt drive, base and
control panel.

3,272.00

BOF 603 Ross New Style Heat .Excha.nger :for water for LI - 600 Cummins
Engine a.

1.200.00 lot

BCF-301-2 Ross New Style lubrica.ting oil heat exchangers.
Total QeCtion II

288.00 lot
tJ-19.018.22
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Section
Item

'~ua.nti ty

III

De scription

Price

1 .

1

Mid-continent Dual Ta.p.k Air
starting Unit for diesel engines,
complete with Curtis Model 90 air
compressor, Model AEH Wisconsin aircooled gasoline engine, ·2-16" x 50"
AS~~ Code air tanka with pressure
gauge, pop safety valve and necessary, all mottnted on steel skids.
$ 667.00

2

1

Heavy duty £inal urive guard and
strut between engines and gene ra.tors
with six strcUld li" pitch standard
roller chain and including bu~t-in
chain idler for adjusting proper
chain tension
1.455.00

1

Genera tor unit skid for 2-400 KW
General E1eetric DC generators. bu~
less generators, 6' x 19'6" long complete with pillow block bearing.
shaft li" pitch 6-stra.nd steel sprockets and flexible couplings to connect
generators to sprocket shaft, all. completely assembled, including mounting
and aligning two generators.
2.9ao.oo

4

1

Drilling motor unit skid :for two
600 BP DC General. Electric Motors.
"less motors. 6 1 wide and 19'6" lons
o~mplete with p111ow block bearings.
Shaft lt• pit.h 6-atrand ateel. sprocket and flexible couplings to connect
motor to sprocket shaft all completely
~ssembled. including mounting and aligning the two motors.
a. 980.00

6

1

Oil bath chain enclosure for drawworks
motors to drawworks drive chain. inclUding li" pitch 6-atrand drawworka
drive chain.
1.500.00

6

1

Ideco electro-rotary skid designed
to accommodate Ideco HS-276-B rotar,y
machine and 250 HP ~C electric motor.
Price includes fast coupling for direct drive, V-belt guard, and allowance
for substitution of straight shaft on
rotar,y.
.
1,660.00

3

Total Section III

'

$ ll.i22.00.
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Section IV
Item

~uantit¥

Description

Price

1

2

D-500 Emasco 7-~" x 16" power slush
pump with eight valve pot cast st~el
£1uid end with exposed liner, 5001
test presoure. Fabricated steel power end with skid, forged alloy steel
gear and pinion, roller, bearing
equipped. pump complete with liners,
valves, seats, rods, pistons, 2" high
pres~ure cameron shear-relief valve
and air chamber with mud screen
$37,756.80 lot

2

2

58" BD 20-D section V-belt sheaves
for D-16 Emaaco pump and LI-600 engines

2,018.80 lot

3

2

4

20

#D-360 V-belts

688.80 lot

5

20

#D-420 V-b~lts

783.80 lot

6

1
1

8

5

V-belt guards for pump drives

4 x 6 Gardner-Denver totally enclosed power pump
36" PD-5-C Groove mud pump sheave
for 4 x 6 pump

C-240 V-belts for drive to 4 x 6 pump
Total

~ection

IV

1,200.00 lot

1,180.00

103.04
60.30 lot
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Section

V

Item Quantity DesoriFtion

D.c.

Price

Drive For Oil Well Rotary Drilling Rig

The following electrical equipment is
proposed for direct current drive of an Oilwell Rotary Drilling Rig when used in combination with internal-combustion engine power
units.
Main Generators For Engines:
1

2

400 KW 70 Dge. C-Coritinuous General
Electric self-ventilated DC generators,
900 ~f. 450 volts, drip-proo~ shunt
wound, separately excited, two bearing,
for chain or belt drive from engine
compound. Generator to have the following features:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
( :f)
(g)

200 per cent maximum current momentary at zero voltage 186% frequently repeated peaks.
Differential series field.
Class B insulation non-injurious
heating, full current.
Two bearings.
Shaft extension on commutator end,
sheave belts and mounting for amplidyne generator in item #2.
Shaft extension on ~posite end
:for chain or belt drive from eng•
· ine compound.
Drip-proo~ junction box.

General Electric Amplidyne EXciters:
2

2

5:KW 250 volt amplidyne exciter, 1760

RPM:

{a)
(b)
(c)

Two ball bearings
Drip.-prooi' construction
Mounted on top of, and V-belt driven by main generator in item #1.
Necessary V-belta sheaves, and
mounting included.
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Section V (continued)
Item

Quantity

Description

Price

General Electric Drawworks Motors:
3

2

Type HDP-618 Form AE2R, 600 H.P •.ocntinuoualy, 75 Deg. C-rise, drip-proof,
separately ventilated fabricated steel
frame, drilling motor, 425 volts, shunt
woundt separately excited (90 volt
:field J basic speed 900 BJ?M, w1 th two
heavy duty roller bearings with the
~allowing features:
(a)

(b)

1200 H.P. peak H.~. drawworks dutv
cycle rating e aoh.
Maxtmwm stalled torque: 7000 ft.

lb. each.

(c) Maximum safe speed: 1200 RPM
(d). Shaft extension :f'o r chain and
( e}

(f)

sprocket drive. Sprockets included.
3600 C~f, 3t" pressure blower driven by 5 H.P., 1750 RPM, 125 volt.
explosion-proof, DC motor mounted
on top of main motor.
The two motors listed here are to
operate either individually or in
series. They are not to be ope rated in parallel.

Rotary Table Action:
4

1

Type MDP-614 Form AB2R General Electric, 250 H.P. continuous, 75 deg. Crise, drip-proof, separately ventilated,
cast steel frame drilling motor, 425
volts, shunt wound, separately excited
(90 volt field) basic speed 900 RPM, with
two heavy duty roller bearings and with
the following:
(a)
(b)
( 0)
(d)

Maximum stalled torque: 2900 ft.lbs.
Maximum safe speed: 1426 RPM.
Straisht shaft extension for coupling (coupling net includ.edl.
2800 cfm, 4i" pressure blower driven
by a 5 H.P., 1750 RPt~. 125 volt explosion-proof DC motor mounted on
tbp of main meter.

Sl.

Section V (continued)
Item

Quantity

Description
D.C. :Main Control

6

l.

Price
Eq~i;pmen

t;

Type CR7876-VI General Electric
control unit consisting of the necessary control switches, contactors,
relays, instruments, eta., mounted
on compound bases. supported by angle
iron frameworks with base for barge
mounting, enclosed in a marine type
sheet-metal, weather-proof case.
There will be no provision. made in
this panel for auxiliary power distribution Since separate means will
be provided for supplying adequate
125 volt, DC power for all auxiliaries inclUding blower motors and motor
field excitation.
Drillerls Controllers:

6

1

(a)

2-Driller's speed controllers,
e~losion-proof,

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

appro~tely

20 points forward and reverse,
one .for each Simultaneously operated generator-motor combination.
1-Driller's trans~er switch oilimmersed or explosion proof, for
automatically transferring gen·erators from normal drilling to
normal hoisting.
2-Amsetera, with shunts'and 2ammetera with shunts and 200 ft.
shunt leads; one for each motor
to indicate load.
l-vo1timeter calibrated in rotar.y
table aP.M above 3 instruments
mounted in marine type weather
protective case with glass front.
2-Emergency stop push buttons stations,- one for each main motor.
1-Foot operated spinont switch for
the rotary table.
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Section V (continued)
Item

Quantity

Description

price

7

Interconnecting Power and Control Cable:

7

Sufficient single conductor,
flamenol insulated power cable £or
main motors and generators and control cabinet based on a maximum
nve rage length of 50 1 fo·r cables
from main control unit to the main
generators and a maximum average
length of 50 1 for cables from main
control unit to the main generators
and a maximum average length o~ 250 1
for cables frcm main control unit
loea ted on the power boat to the main
motors located on the drilling platform.

7A

sufficient multi-conductor control
cable, f~amenol insulated for master
switches, push buttons, etc., for·
ma~ and auxiliary motors and generators listed in these specif.ications
from the main control panel, lengths
to be the same as shown in Item f7.
Field Engineering:

8

General Electric will furnish inspection of" installation and engineering
services for initial adjustment and
initial operation •.
Total Section V
Price of electrical equipment specified
above
$78.700.00 lot
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section VI
Item
l

Quantity
l

Description

Price

Mid-Continent Type 3120 2-engine
chain compounding drive uni~, consisting of the foll.owing units, per
specifications listed below:
Dual. engine unit with 2 LI-600
Cummins engines (480 H.).@ 900 RPM)
complete with radiators, air throttle
· control. and Evans Thermo controlled
fans. 2-1e• Bingle ~awick (air·operated) engine olutches, lt" pitch quad
chain compound, cascade lubricated,
2- 5-15/16" dia. engine extension
shafts complete with sprockets, clutches and SKP bearings, completely
enclosed in Weldex o1~ tighc ~ d~~
proof case. #6 fast coupling on front
engine output shaft for connection to
150 KW generator (less generator1
tac4omete~e with ada~ter cables mounted
on engines, pyrometer With the~ocou
ples mounted on engines. All mounted·
and tested on 4-runner heavy ti beam
skidded unit, 7 • 7" x 22 1 and to include puinp drive attachment with 30"
single Fawick Airflex clutch and 20" PD
20D grooved sheave keyed to shaft.
Price of drive unit, less
engines
Price of 2 LI-600 Cummins
engines

2

4

20

$13,621.28
19,201.92

D-480 pump drive V-belts for drive
down to D-16 Emasco pump.

898.60 lot

l

Mid-Continent dual tank air starting
unit

657.00

J.

D-600 Emasoo 7t" x 16" powe:r slush
pump with eight valve pot cast steel
fluid end With exposed liners, 5000#
test pressure, fabricated steel power
end with skid, forged alloy steel gear
and pinion, roller bearing equipped.
Pump ~omplete with 'liners, val.ves, seats.
rods. piston. 2" high pressure Cameron
shear-relief valve and air chamber and
with end screen
18,878.40
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section VI (continued)
Item

5

Quantity

1

Description

58" PD 20D Section V-belt sheave
for D-16 Emasco pump·and LI-600 Cummins engines.

price

$~,009.40

Electrical Equipment for Stand-By Unit
6

1

Auxiliary Main Generator (mounted
on drilling floor) 150 KW, 70 deg. Crise, continuous, self-ventilated DC
generator, 900 RPM, 450 volts, dripproof shunt waand, separately excited,
two bearings for direct connection
to engine • Generator to have the
following features:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

200 per cent maximum current momentary at zero voltage, 185% frequently repeated peaks.
Differenti.&l series field.
Class B insulation; non-injurious
heating full current.
Two bearings.
Shaft extension on commutator end,
sheaves, belts and mounting for
amplidyne generator in item #7.
Shaft extension on opposite end
for direct connection to engine.
Drip-proof junction box.

Auxiliary .Amplidyne Exciter:
7

1

3 KW, 250 volt, General Electric Amplidyne exciter, 1750 RPM with the fol..,
lowing features:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Two ball bearings.
Drip-proof construction
Mounted on top of and V-belt driven
by main generator in item #6. Necessary V-belts, sheaves and mountings i.nclude<l.
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section VI (continued)
Item

quantity

Description

Price

Auxiliary Control panel:
8

l

CR7876-YI General Electric Control Unit consisting of the necessary control switches, contactors,
relays, instruments. etc., mounted
on compound bases, supported by
angle iron frame work with base
for barge mounting enclosed in
marine twpe steel weather-proof
case. This auxiliary panel to be
used only in emergencies to operate stand-by equipment.
?rice of electrical equipment aa
specified above:

$

12,100.00

Total Price of Section VI:

$

66,3£6.60
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Section

Item

Quantitl

1

1

VII

price

Description
#0900 Grant model 8443 l.iner pu11er for slush pump l.inera 4t" to
g• ·inclusive.

$

Mission aeries 1-A water valve

2

1'18.50

seat pull.er for slush pump.

114.73
345.00 lot

3

3

8" weco pump suction unions.

4

3

8" x 6'2" hewitt general service

slush pump suction hose with
buil.t-in fittings.

325.56 lot

5

1

2" American·release valve.

6

1

2" Type "D" Caaeron mud pump pre asure guage, 0-3000#.

117.00

Deckard ·hinged galvanized finger
pipe rack for 12,000 1 of 4t" drill
pipe.

367.40

7

l

69.98

8

1

Deckard galvanized monkey board.

236.50

9

1

Type ~s· Lewis cable reinforced
monkey board safety belt.

28.00

string-a-lite standard weatherproof
lighting hook-up for 136 1 derrick.

10

l

11

.36

12

1

li" x 375' Manila catline

13

1

Catl.ine hook

l

EH-,'1 Regan Crown bl.ook. 600 ton
frame dead load capacity with 7-48"
ro1l.er bearing sheaves.
6.906.25

15

l

Began oatline sheave assembly for
BH bl.ook.

16

1

H-104 Began 6-shea.ve Travel.ing
block. 340 ton capacity.

100-watt clear Mazda lamps.

5'15.49
6.61 lot
104.29

17.• 50

157.25
6.621.50

8'1

section VII (continued)
Item
1'1

18

Quanti tz
l
l

Description

Price

NS12 Regan single sheave gin
pale block

198.00

1t" :x 2500 1 6 x 19 preformed IPS
IWRC drilling line

1,832.50

19

8

li-" Crosby wire rope clips

20

l.

11" 6-spool patterson-Ballagh wire
1 ne guide with standard derrick
hanging lines and accessories

250.40

Martin-Decker Bobtain sealti te
weight indicator, less recorders

505.45

4300 Byron-Jackson Super Triplex
Hook

3,657.23

21

l

22
23
24

26

26

2'1

l
l
l

l

1

set

9.59 lot

2-3/4" X 108 11 Byron-Jackson weld-

less elevator links, less handles

594.66

4t" type ".U." Byron-JackSon drill
pipe elevator

442.13

10-3/4" ByraD-Jackson slip ~e elevator with slips to run 10-3 4•,
9-5ja•, '1• and st• casing

2,680.66

B-44 gray swivel, 500-ton static
load capacity

2,962.00

6-5/8" Tl.W lubricated grief stem
safety valve

36'1.50

28

l

3" x 66' Hewitt Konarch. rotary hose
with built-in couplings·

1,2.11.88

.?9

1

4" x 50' chickson steel rotary hoae
with at7le 80 special swivel. encl
connections

1.394.66

ao

1

31

1

Blliot stand pipe

32

1

5t•

Elliot type •G• rotary hose to
&wive~ safety Chaine

Hex

~nds

safety chaine

x 40 1 .American drtll. stem

10.60
10.60

1.869.00
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Section VII (continued)
Item

Quantity

33

l

34

l

Description

Price

#2RBH6 Baash-Roas drive bushing

for 5t" Hex Kelly

aoo.oo

HS-2'16-:B Ideco streamlined rotary
machine with 22-tooth 2'' pitch double
sprocket
6,213.00

Note; above machine to be utilized
with electric motor previously
quoted. Sprocket will remain on.
shaft to chain drive the rotary
machine if necessary.
17" patterson-Ballagh D.p. wiper for
4t". drill pipe

36

.l

36

l

4t" .API full hole box up x .4t• ·API fUll
hole pin down Xelly saver sub-30•
long - 5-3/4• OD-grooved t" deep x
8-3/4" long ~or 4t" sq. Kelly
98.01

37

l

6t" ID x 7-7 /16" oD x 8-3/4" long
flax patterson-Ballagh Kelly saver
sub protector

38

39

full hole box up x 6-6{8 8 API
Beg. box down rathole drill co lar
.,.30" long and tapered from 5-3/4"· OD
top-to 7-3/4" oD bottom. ~o connect
kelly to large bit for drilling rathole.

set

l

4l

l

Byron-Jackson Speed-Trip power
slips complete With one set of 4t"
bushings and inserts and standard

4-i"

mi.ssion 1 piece extra long drill

pipe slips
13-5/8"

Bt.ron~Jaokson

2;816~88

302.·60

casing spider

with slips and Guide plates to run

13-3/8", 10-3/4 , 9•6/8•, 7• and
5t• casing
.

42

142.67

4-f''

equipm~nt.

40 ..

l8.2V

4t• API

l

l

28.60

l

~ype "O" 6i-7"· BaaSh-Ross long
drill collar slips

4,806.11
242.25
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Section VII (continued) .
Item
43

44

Qua.ntitz
1
1

Prioe

Description

Type "C" Baaah-Ros~ long drill
collar slip-6-3/8-B-t.

237.60

Baash-Rosa 11-slip safety elamp
:for 3--3/4 8 to 8-5/8" drill eoll.ars

225.26

45

1 set

3t" to 10-3/4" Byron-Jackson

46

1

#H•221 American tong back-up

type ''B" rotary andt casing tongs

1.720.62 set

post

200.00

47

1

5 1 pull back spring

8.26

48

1

4t"

9.00

49

2

50

450

.American pipe racking hook

Baash-Roes need1e bearing tong
line hangers

-8-" 6 :x 19 :MPS wire rope, non-preformed, H.C. for tong lines

t"

61

12

52

2

.American tong weight boxes

53

1

10n 10.000# Test Cameron blow-out
preventer type "QRC" drilling hookup, composed of the 'following items:

wire rope clips for tong lines

1~Assembly, 10• 5000# working
pressure type "QRC" pressure oper-

ated

bl~-out

preventer, f1ange4

10" aerie e 1500 API, leas companion.
flanges, withra.ma to close on.4t"
OD pipe, less 4 -way control valTe and
lever, but with other standard aooe•aor1e a.

1•Asaemb1y, 10 11 5000# working
pressure type •QRc• pressure operated blow-out preventer, f1anged
10~ Series 1500 API. less companion :tlangee, with rams to effect

34.20 lot
55.50 lot
3.16

lo~

90.00 lot
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Section VII (continued)
Item · Q,Uanti 3r

Descri;ption

Price

complete closure (blind) leas 4way control valve and lever~ but
with other standard accessories

4, 760.26

1-Assembly, 1" 3000# working
pressure triple unit 4-way unitized control manifold, complete
with accessories

766.95

~-Model AD-4000 Gardner-Denver
blow-out preventer operating unit,
covers 4" x 1-3/4" Ad-AD pump, with
hydraulic hand pump for steam service

573.00

1-10" x 10" x 6" x 2" series
1500 all flanged flow line apool

830.15

~-6" series 1500 API companion
flange -.tb,readed 8-RDP :female

66.32

1-10" aeries 1500 bell flange,
inclUding:
4- 1-7 ;s•' x 10" studs
8- 1-7/8~ NSH hex nuts

106.45

1-Assembly, 6° 5000# working
pressure type "H~" pressure operated gate valve, flanged 6" ser.
1600 API, leas companion flanges,
less 4-way control valve and lever,
and standard accessories.
2,002.45
3-aeta studs and nuts ~or 10"
der. 1500 :flange, inol uding:
36-l-7/8" x 13-i" studs
72-1-7/8" NSH hex nuts
3-12-3/4" P.D.(R-54) steel ring
gaskets
,

174.58 lot
32.45 lot

2-sets studs and nuts for 6"
series 1500 flange, .inclUding:

24- 1-3/8" x lO-t" studs
48- l-3/BD N~H hex nuts

46.68 lot
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seotien VII (continued)
Item

Quant11f

Description
2- 8-5/16" PD ( .R-46) steel ring

ga.skets.

Price

7.65 lot

1 - xT - 1730 - 4 - 5. 5000# work-

ing pressure Cameron flow line mani'f old including:

4-2• 5000# working pressure
double flanged flex seal mud valves complete with hand wheels.
7 - 3-3/4" p.D. (R-24) steel ring
gaskets

901.41

10.08 lot

1 - 2• x 2• x 2• x 2" aeries 1600

5000# working pressure all flanged
cross

1-2• Series 1500 flange, threaded
2-3/8" O.l).

l.2.80

2-5000# working pressure Cameron
type •d" flow wing assembly inlet
'f1an~d 2" Ser. 1500, outlet
threaded 2" L.p. ma1e, tnolu41ng:
2 - 8/64" Flow Bean

498.44

Assembly and test charge

56.33

1- 1" type •F" o-10,000# range Cam. eron pressure gauge.

,.,.60

1- 3-3/4" p.D. {R•24) steel·ring
gaskets
1 - 10" Series, 1500 easing head
housing threaded 10-3/4• o.D. pipe
female with two 2• female outleta

276.'16

1 - 12-3/4" p.D. (R-54) steel ring
gaskets

10.82.

2 - 2" hydraulic bull pluga
1 - set studs and nuts for 10• aeries 1500 flange, including:

8.13 lot
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section VII (continued)

Item

Quantitz

price

Description

12 - l-7/8" x 13t• studs
24 - 1-'1/8" NSH hex nuts

68.19

Total price o:f previousl.y described Blow-out preventer hook-up.
54
55

l

l

1,846.00

3 H.p. electric motor with base
and sheave

292.00

106.00

l

#29 electric motor starting box

57

l

#~0910

58

4

#10911 Braun mud wate hydrometer

60

1
6

Braun mud wate hydrometer

62

1

6

l

12.00 lot

#120 Baroid mud balance, 2 scale,
complete in ne tal case

30.00

5-9/16" X 7" OD X 30 1 long drill

6,5'13.00

4t" API full hole ltos: up :x 5-9/16•
API :fD.ll hole pin down suba. Sub
to be 30" long and tapered ~rom
7.• QD top to 5-3/4• · OD bottem, to
· connect drill collars to drill bit
with 4t" API regular shank

l

125.18

5-9/16" API fUll hole pin and pin

subs - 7" oD ~
drill c ollara

ao•

l.ong to connect.

5-9/16" API full hole ·p·ln up x

626.90 lot

4!"

API regular box down Bub-to be 30 8
long and tapered from v• OD top to
5-374" OD bottom. ~o eonnect dr111
col~ars to drill bit with 4t" API
reguJ.ar shank
64

24.00

cups

collars with API full hole box
both enda
61

16,166.99

#4860-B galvanized rhumba shale
shaker with mud box

56

59

t

5-9/16• API full hole pin up x 65/8" API regular box down sub- , .

125.18
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Section VII (continued)

Item guantity

65

66

2

l

6'1

68

69

1
1

:Price

DeacriRtion
OD x 30 8 long. To connect drill
collar to large bit.

125.18

Drill collar lifting subs with 59/168 API fu11 hole pin down 44•
long recessed ~or 4t• drill pi~e
elevators

206.70

MOR-15000 Ideco coring reel, leas
transmission, for unitizing with
100 HP G.E. electric motor

4,030.00

100 H.P., 425 volt, D.C. General
Electric drilling motor Form MDP-612,
1000 BPM, installed on above coring reel.
approx.

3,000.000

Control and cable for above electric motor.
approx.

1,000.00

5/8" x 15000 1 6 x 7 galvanized IpS
formset hemp center coring line

3,586.00

70

l

American rear casing wagon

71

2

7 1 x 12 1 type H American tool house

72

1

3 1 X 3' X 8 1 American steel tool box

73

1

'14

75
'16

1
1
1

"77

12

78

4

owen model

work bench

"A" steel tool

30.26
1,406.68

213.90

chest and
440.00

carrott dual type bug fan w1 th electric DC motor drive

#4 Hacker straightener with
pipe shoe

4t"

drill

3t" extra shoe for above pipe straighte:ce r

696.00

360.00
14.60

4" 6000# test weco wing unions

468.00 lot

4" long sweep ella

133.44 lot
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section VII (continued)

Item Quantity Description

price

79

2

4" long sweep ells with 2" outlet

69.30 lot

80

1

4" American long sweep tee

40.85

81

2

4" stand pipe gooseneck

92.40 lot

82

l

4" style i60, 3000# chicksan rotary hose swing joint with female

83

1

threads on both ends, to connect
gooseneck to rotary hose.

176.36

4" style #10, 3000# chioksan rotary hose swing joint with female
threads on one end and male threads on one end. To connect rotary hose to swivel

243.00

2• 6000#
SE

~est

came ron

mud valves

84

12

85

6

4" 6000# test Cameron mud valves

86

l

Okeh mud saver bucket

87

1

Complete set miscellaneous hand tools
·and rig supplies necessary to complete rig.
1,476.24

SE

~otal

section

1,294.44 lot
1,490.94 lot

210.00

VII
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section VIII
Item

Q,uantitz

price

Description
TUbuJ.a.r Goods

l

12,000 1

4t"

"E" Nationa.l tube seamless API full
hole internal upset drill pipe.
OJ)

16.60 1 Grade

VIi th threads f'o r Reed super-

shrink-grip tool joints.

2

400

400

$

6" OD Reed API full hole
super shrink-grip tool joints

22,532.49 lot
21,716.00 lot

Thread protectors :for above

(sets) tool joints

640.0.0 lot

Total section VIII
Grand Total

$

520,524.89

9'1
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